
Commentary 

Poetry, literature, music, and dance: these were the four arts 
governed by the Greek muses, before the Romans tidied up the 
system and assigned each of the nine muses her own art or sci
ence. This original grouping is evocative as we consider music's 
relationship to, and interrelation with, other arts. So much in
teresting work has been done on music arid words in recent 
musicology: treating music as a vehicle for poetry and litera
ture, investigating music's narrative and lyrical processes in 
comparison with those of literature, and applying and reshap
ingliterary theory to and for music. But where is the dance in 
this flurry of activity? 

While it is not entirely absent, dance is not as central to our 
endeavors as I would argue that it. should b,e. Of all the arts, 
dance is perhaps the closest to music in the way it shapes time 
and patterns the physical body. Music choreographs the body 
from the inside out; dance has rhythm and cadence and even 
melody. Both are remarkably ephemeral, despite their con
served traditions, no.tation systems, and access to up-co-date re
cording technologies. And dance, like music, can tell us much 
about ourselves and even something about "the other." Both 
Zoila Mendoza-Walker and Gregory Downey consider some of 
the many layers of meaning contained in dance events, mean.:. 
ing that is colored by the accompanying music and by the 
social framework that encompasses them both. 

Dance also does the work of critical musicology. The 
dancer is the sister not only of the musician but also of the lis
tener and the critic. Dances are often made in response to, or 
in dialogue with, music-they are interpretations. Compare 
two different choreographer's approaches to the same piece of 
music, or study a single social dance as performed to two dif-
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ferent tunes: one learns about the dance and its social context, 
certainly, but also about the individual work of music, the 
genre, and the power of that music to be reinterpreted. And 
then there is our own interpretive dance, whether we leap 
around our offices or place bow to strings or tap our toes silent
ly under the table. We have a wealth of material at our finger
tips-or perhaps, in our footfalls-to explore. 

(jag) 

This issue inaugurates a new feature which will appear periodically in 
repercussions. Under the heading Explorations, we will publish short, open
ended essays designed to present new methodologies, to outline fields of in
quiry, and to raise interesting questions. Watch for future Explorations as we 
continue to provide a place for new and alternative ways of writing about 
musIc. 
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